All the Names of Green:
Days at Lake Geneva
Florence Hazrat

According to color theory, green is passive and feminine. Apart from
that absurdity, it has true calming effects. It brings body and soul
into resonance, and it’s associated with peace, hope, and renewal.

T

he plane takes off and, as if to

offer me a goodbye gift, circles above
Edinburgh before taking a sharp turn
southwest into the country. I can see the Forth
of Fife, glittering silver in the early morning
sun, and Holyrood Palace, the castle of the
Scottish royal family, the Stuarts. Next to the
palace rises brownly Arthur’s Seat, the local
hill almost three hundred meters high, one of
the places where the Celtic king of old held
his court. Or so they say, at least. Beyond lies
the city, with its towering castle, royal miles,
and princely streets, the city that has been my
home for the last three years. I cherish this last
glimpse before preparing myself for another
that will be my home for the next two: Geneva
in Switzerland.
Scotland is the land of lakes, or lochs rather,
as they say in Gaelic. It has more than 30,000
of these, most famous of all Loch Ness,

which I have never visited, and now it’s too
late. Well, you should always leave something
out in order to have a reason to return. I
watch as we fly over one loch after another, a
thousand eyes, steely sometimes, sometimes
dark blue, almost black, tinged with lilac.
They do not gleam. Their colors are dull, but
beautifully so. There’s something that goes
deep. These lakes, their surface may be sober,
but it’s polished, a handful of gems pinned
to the velvety cloth of the green hills. That
is Scotland too, a hilly country, mountainous.
They call a mountain a munro here, after Sir
Hugh Munro, a founding member of the
Scottish Mountaineering Club who, to dispel
vastly differing height estimations, ploughed
through ordnance surveys and drew up a table
of all Scottish peaks above one thousand
meters. In total — 538. That was in 1891,
barely a hundred years ago. Scotland, this
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story suggests, used to be wild for far longer
than we might expect.
In many ways it still is, I think, as I close
my eyes and remember the past three years.
I came to Edinburgh to gain a doctorate in
Renaissance literature but ended up doing
many other things that seemed rather more
significant than research. Like falling in love.
And meeting best friends. I think of Aske with
whom I encountered the Scottish wild, driving
through miles and miles of hillside populated
with nothing but sheep and yellow furze. Had
we missed one of those sharp curves in the
rocky road, when would anyone have found
our car? Would they have found us at all? And
what if the waves had swallowed us on that
dip into the freezing North Sea in the small
hours of the morning? Not to speak of the
ride down a lonely river in old kayaks when I
chronically capsized, falling into the needlecold water so many times that we eventually
had to hold onto each other’s boats and float
down the river, trying to steer clear of the
biggest rocks as best we could. Scratch the
surface and there’s wildness out there alright.
As much wildness, perhaps, as there is in here,
in the human heart.
I must have fallen asleep, since the next time
I open my eyes, we’re landing. I look out of the
plane’s cloudy bull’s eye. Mountains and lakes.
Did we return to Scotland? Am I still sleeping?
But no, these are not the heath-clad hills nor
the soulful lochs of the Highlands. These are
granite-gray bodies of sheer Alpine power. To
the northwest of Geneva is massy Jura, to the
southeast, the vastness of the Alps folding up
into France, Italy, Austria, and Germany.
Hannibal crossed the Alps on his elephants
some century before Christ. Charlemagne
did, and then Napoleon in 1800, conquering
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Italy. I used to be obsessed with Napoleon.
He seemed like someone with a mission and
a will, only that several hundreds of thousands
of people died in the realization of it, but that
didn’t bother me too much back then. I liked
his determination and maybe even his cruelty,
mingled with fortitude of accepting loss for the
sake of a vision. Maybe I just liked the painting
by Jacques-Louis David: a dashing Napoleon
who calmly sits on a rearing horse. He looks
broodingly into the beholder’s eyes as he lifts
his right hand and points to the mountaintop.
An unlikely hero to obsess over for a fourteenyear old.
The painting is called Napoleon Crossing
the Alps and was made a year after the event,
disastrous in human terms, certainly, but
politically successful and strategically brilliant.
Does it matter that the Corsican actually
ploughed through the snow on a rather
mundane mule and not the glossy-coated
stallion David assigns him? Alpine mountains
are cruel and careless, the mere attempt at
taming is admirable enough, though utterly
wrong-headed. Alpine mountains have been
here before you and before me, and they know
that. Long before us they have been, and they
will be around long after we are gone. Time
is on their side. They sit it out. Their siege of
cities and villages shall eventually triumph over
any human preposterousness, except for that
self-destructive urge that is global-warming,
melting those glacial frost kings that remember
when humanity began. Memory melts, and
no-one is invincible. Not the kings. Not their
underlings either.
The Jura and the Alps embrace the Swiss
plateau that hosts eight million people living
on this tiny patch of land in the heart of Europe.
Switzerland, small as it is, makes the most of

its size and efficiently crumples into some
450 mountains, twenty-four of them higher
than four thousand meters. Monte Rosa in
the neighbouring canton Valais leads the
table with four thousand six hundred meters.
I like their mountain names. I like saying them
out loud. Finsteraarhorn, Chasseron, Les
Diablerets. They’re telling, mostly ending
in “-horn” in the German and “-dent,” tooth,
in the French — Broadhorn, Wildhorn, White
Tooth — and I’m wondering what the difference
is between people choosing to call their peaks
tooth or horn. One skewers you; one bites. One
belongs to something out there, a bull, say; the
other can be found in here, in us, our incisors,
a reminder of our not-so-recent belonging
to that world from which we constantly try to
shield ourselves, but which keeps invading
because it is already there, only a fist punch
away, only a bite. Looking at maps is the only
preparation for Switzerland I managed to
squeeze in between writing the thesis and
packing my life into a suitcase. Considering the
curious features of the landscape, that might
not have been the worst choice after all.
But it’s not only mountains I see as the plane
sinks lower and lower; there is a lake too. That’s
another thing the Swiss and the Scottish share —
lakes. Thousands of lakes dot every canton,
the two biggest spanning the outer edges east
and west: Lake Constance, bordering Germany,
and Lake Geneva, shared with France. It’s like
the country is boxed in by two facing natural
phenomena — two mountain ranges north
and south, and two lakes — walling in an area
as square as their flag. Perhaps that’s why the
Swiss tend to close themselves off, politically
and culturally speaking; one is hard-pressed to
find true expanse where peaks and depths rise
and fall whichever way one turns. That this is

not quite true, that nature cares not one little
bit about borders, and that it’s me, actually,
who’d like to have a cleaner and neater reality,
is something I am yet to learn. I am also yet to
learn the importance this lake will assume in
my life. Lake Geneva. Lac Léman, as they say
here.

It is the water. It is the color of the water that

strikes you first as you meet the Léman. The
water is green, not blue or gray or brown like
most other waters. It is green. Green. As I stand
on its banks one early September morning a
smattering of days after I arrived, I am almost
shocked into amazement at its color, and I let
my eyes feast on its beauty. What if I could not
see it, this marvel of green? What if I was colorblind like my uncle who sees red and green
as greater and lesser hues of gray? There
is an island in Micronesia, Pingelap, whose
inhabitants see the world as a chess board
of black and white. In the eighteenth century,
a tsunami wiped out most of Pingelap’s
people except for twenty survivors including
the king. He had the genetic defect called
achromatopsia, the complete inability to make
distinctions between colors, that is, to see any
colors at all. Being the king, he sowed far and
wide, so that today, around ten percent of
the three thousand islanders are affected by
the condition. I cannot begin to imagine how
they must perceive the world. But they have
coping mechanisms for distinguishing things
from each other, and their night-vision is also
improved. Nature is resilient and compensates.
I need to be resilient, too, and bounce back. I
need to be nature.
As I stand on the rocks of the beach where
I live, watching the waves lap so placidly onto
the manmade shore, I think about the way
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Julien left me, matter-of-factly, one evening
of our short long-distance relationship after
he had returned from Scotland to his obscure
Parisian suburb in order to pursue his career
as a pianist. I was still in the UK at the time,
but we knew we’d be close enough again
soon. A three hour train ride away — Geneva
to Paris. That’s not much, is it? But it was, as I
learned during a blurry skype. Things hadn’t
been going entirely well between us, what with
the distance and all, the inevitable glitches in
communication, but still.
-Listen, I wanna see about something with
you.
-Yes . . . ?
-Yes, well . . .
The old reluctance in the face of “forever.”
Separation — like death, a missed plane, and
coming fourth in a competition — is stupid and
absolute. It must be so. Amputation. The more
sharply absolute the better. Fuzzy-edged flesh
doesn’t heal well. For my own sake, I decided
to make it easy for him.
-You wanna break up with me.
-Yeah, kind of . . .
-Kind of . . . Why?
-I just, like, I just don’t love you anymore.
It’s not the first time I hear that, but the second
cut is also pretty deep. The air disappears from
my lungs and the room goes black.

My mind wants to put a name to the green, but

the green resists. It is not to be named. I try out
all the shades I can think of: bottle green, moss
green, fern green, jungle green, lime green,
mint green, olive green, grass green. It is none
of these. Maybe something more fanciful, a
precious stone. Emerald. Turquoise. Maybe it is
jade. Yes, further out, a stone’s throw from the
banks, the lake water is the milky green of jade,
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opaque and smoky as if there was a wakening
volcano underneath the cool water, its foggy
clouds suspended in the liquid green. Closer
to the beach, though, where the yellowy-white
pebbles shine through the two or three feet
of water, the color is emerald, transparent,
though not wholly so, more like translucent. It
catches and reflects the sunlight at different
levels of penetration, making the lake gleam
luminously.
Amidst all possible hues on the chromatic
spectrum of green, I understand that the lake
defies categorization. This is the first of many
future instances of such quiet and subtle
opposition by nature that make me realize:
here are no hard contours, no precisely-drawn
boundaries. Not between colors, nor between
countries. Nor, for that matter, between the
natural world and humans in it. Soon I, too,
would be merging with the lake in half-willing,
half-reluctant abandon. Already, I could feel
its ineluctable attraction. What I did not yet
know was that the green of the Léman comes
from its glacial origins. Over there, toward the
east, it is spring-fed by the waters of the Rhône
Glacier, which left its waters in the lake basin
during the last of the big retreats of ice some
15,000 years ago.
According to color theory, green is passive
and feminine. Apart from that absurdity, it has
true calming effects. It brings body and soul into
resonance, and it’s associated with peace, hope,
and renewal. That is exactly what I need after a
turbulent three years bursting with emotional
highs and lows. It is 8 a.m. on September 4,
a Saturday, the first time since I came to this
county four days ago that I’m free to explore
the surroundings of my new home in CollongeBellerive, a thirty-minute bus ride away from
Geneva, that Swiss almost-enclave famous for

watches, religious fanatics, and international
institutions. The lake’s neck, tapering toward
Geneva, opens up into a big body of water
the further east you go. Collonge-Bellerive is
halfway toward that jointure, not really Geneva
anymore, but not really anything else either. It
is a quiet neighbourhood, rural almost, a few
streets crossing each other, then some fields,
then another few streets, the neighboring
community, and fields again, a daisy chain of
villages lacing the seam of the lake.
The riverside opposite is fringed with leafy
dark green trees, sharp against the smudged
gray-green that’s clinging to the Jura
mountains that are omitting a milky blue haze.
Everything permeates each other. Everything
around the lake merges. Everything except the
white cross on the red flag, cut against the blue
sky with typical Swiss precision, flapping in the
light morning breeze from a pole at the end of
the pier. Soon people will fill this space with
relaxed week-end activity, the sun’s mellow
warmth suffusing their faces as they play, and
swim, and just lie around in lazy forgetfulness.
Now, though, the beach is quiet, and I can
feel the tension of the recent cross-channel
move, the tying up of the thesis, and the fear
of the newness of it all seep out of me into the
water as it gently rocks to and fro. Will I find
rest here? Will I find peace after what seemed
to me arduous years of study and personal
hardship? As my thoughts float here and there,
I am suddenly reminded of a most unquiet
book that is partly set in Geneva: Frankenstein.
The coincidence is almost eery, come to think
of it, for Frankenstein grows up in Belrive, the
adjacent community. How strange to think
that, were he not a character in a book but a
neighbour, a fellow researcher, maybe at CERN,
the center for nuclear research in Geneva, he

would have beheld the same natural beauty.
His childhood, Frankenstein tells the narrator
at the beginning of the novel, was a happy one,
and I well believe it. The teenagers jumping
into the water from the floating rafter are
tanned and free, their bodies spelling energy
and life. I can comprehend Frankenstein’s
sentiments upon his return from Germany
where he created the monstrous something
that had killed his brother, and that would go
on killing its way through his life:
The road ran by the side of the lake, which
became narrower as I approached my
native town. I discovered more distinctly
the black sides of Jura and the bright
summit of Mont Blanc. I wept like a child.
“Dear mountains! my own beautiful lake!
how do you welcome your wanderer? Your
summits are clear; the sky and lake are blue
and placid. Is this to prognosticate peace,
or to mock at my unhappiness?”
Indeed, will Geneva finally provide some rest,
or am I taking my sorrows with me wherever
I go? Is this beauty that enwraps me now a
promise? A promise in which I am allowed to
participate, to take and to return beauty? A
promise of belonging, perhaps.
My country, my beloved country! who but
a native can tell the delight I took in again
beholding thy streams, thy mountains, and,
more than all, thy lovely lake!
I am not a native, yet I feel it too: “more than
all, thy lovely lake.”
Mary Shelley wrote Frankenstein during a
summer in Geneva when she was just eighteen
years old. Freshly married to the poet Percy
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Bysshe Shelley, the couple stayed with their
writer-friends Lord Byron and John Polidori in
the Villa Diodati, just above the city, perhaps
a mile away from Collonge-Bellerive. One
cannot really say their marriage started under
a propitious star: shortly after his escape from
England, Percy’s pregnant wife, Harriet, whom
he had abandoned in order to elope with the
sixteen-yearold Mary, drowned herself in the
Thames, which, presumably, came as a relief to
the couple that was finally free to sanctify their
union. One can also not say that Byron and
Polidori were the most spotless of companions,
the latter an Italian doctor, the former the poet
of Don Juan and father of a child with his halfsister, as well as father of Claire’s child, Mary’s
stepsister, who accompanied them on their trip
through central Europe. An explosive mixture
of free thinkers practising love, passion, and
poetry.
It was a bet, a game, to pass tedious hours, that
sparked one of the best science fiction stories
of all times: 1816, the year without a summer,
was not a good moment to be visiting Geneva.
Endless rains kept the party trapped in the
Villa Diodati with nothing else to do but write.
And write they did, ghost stories that is, as was
fashionable for the gothically-minded literati
of the day. Mary contributed Frankenstein to
the writing competition, the horrible creature
filling its pages electrifyingly alive. The book,
however, owes more to nature than rain; just
a year before, on an Indonesian island, the
volcano Mount Tambora had exploded. It
was not only the most violent eruption ever
recorded, killing twelve thousand people in its
immediate wake, it also sent tons of ash into
the stratosphere from where it circled around
the world. The following year, temperatures
dropped, rivers froze in New England in June,
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and floods ravaged fields all over Europe,
causing famine and riots. Millennial signs of
divine punishment. News travelled back slowly
in those days, and messages of the volcanic
eruption had not yet trickled sufficiently west
to make the connection with the weather’s
behaviour.
Nature, in the case of Frankenstein, is a
cause of writing, quite literally. It is also a cause
for writing, when its marvellousness moves us
to expression. Describing a thunder storm in
her real-life diary, Mary Shelley notes:
One night we enjoyed a finer storm than
I had ever before beheld. The lake was lit
up, the pines on Jura made visible, and all
the scene illuminated for an instant, when
a pitchy blackness succeeded, and the
thunder came in frightful bursts over our
heads amid the darkness.

The

airport train toward Edinburgh passes
by the Scottish North Sea. It is September
22, and I am flying back one last time in order
to submit my thesis, printed, bound, pretty,
and all. I’m inevitably thinking of Julien as I
see the dirty gray of the North Sea through
the sheets of rain blurring the windows, and I
feel heavy with the heartache from our recent
break-up, heavy with memories and all the
accumulated years of study leading up to
those three hundred pages there in my bag
that are supposed to be the epitome of my
intellectual achievement.
There is strangeness inside of me. There is
fear, but I will deal with that when I return to
Geneva. It’s been building up the whole month
that I spent footnoting. What will I do when I
return? The consciousness of the end and the
void behind that creeps up to me, into me.

There would be nothing. Nothing will exist, and
I will wake up and watch the white walls of my
room closing in on me. My whole life has been
governed by “toward,” by “will be,” or “would
be.” From school to university to Ph.D. — a
linearity that belies life. I thought life would
end after the appointed date for submission,
end in the Nordic Ragnarök of pure destruction,
or blissful nirvana, or — worst — the total blank
of an atheist’s thereafter. Vacuum. Airlessness.
Instead, life began in the present. “Is” began.
“Is” begins in the lake.

It’s

September 24, and I’m lying in my bikini
on the warm rocks of the beach. Wet rain-filled
Scotland, the conclusion that feels like none.
All this is far away. There is no void. There is
no space for void. The lake fills all. It fills the
earth’s rift between the Jura and the Alps,
the emptiness of my present days, and me.
It also fills the people around me who have
come to while away their Sunday, one of the
last sun days of the year. The only thing that
I’ve got to do is watch, attend what they do,
give them presence because I am present. The
elderly couple sitting by the banks — she, calm
in herself, faces the lake; he, making much of
her, strokes her back, hugs her many times, full
of affection and anxiousness. She is wearing
a hat. No hair is peeping out underneath it.
An elderly lady with died-blond hair and red
lipstick comes ashore on her stand up paddle,
a little fluffy white dog between her naked feet.
Two rowers pulling their oars in perfect unison,
exulting in the repetition of their movement.
The color of the water on the other side of the
lake looks black. The sky is baby blue. My right
hand shields my eyes from the slanting sun rays.
Migratory birds fly above us in V-formation; I
see them flying toward the palm of my hand.

I let them fly right into it, then I release them
into the water next to me that I can reach when
I drop my arm.

My body is drugged with a dreamless sleep

when I wake up. I let myself glide into the cool
water and swim out. I am free. Free in every
direction. I open my arms and fly into the water,
into the lake’s palm. Where will it release me
to? I start to be able to tell the different sorts of
waves and currents that lie next to each other,
a liquid patchwork quilt.
Swimming out to the buoy marking the safety
boundary, I dive and open my eyes under the
water. It is transparent turquoise, and I can
see white rocks underneath. A few strokes
further on, it’s black, and I push away all wild
imaginations of what might be under me right
now. It is all in the mind. It’s always all in the
mind. I think of these puzzlingly gorgeous lines
from Andrew Marvell’s poem “The Garden”:
annihilating all that’s made,
into a green thought, in a green shade.
My inward voice repeats them over and
over again, and with every stroke of my arms,
the clamour drains out of my mind into the
lake. The rest is silence and thoughts in all the
lake’s greens. As I reach the bobbing buoy, I
cling to it, relaxing my legs and breathing in
the scenery. But I want to go further. I want to
lose all touch with the land. I want to be the
smallest, most insignificant dot in the vastness
of the lake. Swallow me. Make me your own.
One day, my hair will be flowing algae, my feet
luminous stones, my tongue little blue fish, and
my eyes the heart of the lake. I will be the lake
and the lake will be me. I am water. I am wave.
Green.
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